
We have what you need!
When service is needed you want to be sure your customer’s truck or
fleet is maintained regularly and to the specifications of the manufacturer.
Northern Radiator provides you with the quality tools you need.

There are other EGR cooler flush products which may be more costly as they are mixed
“one to one” where Northern’s can be cut to one part cleaner to 3 to 4 parts water
depending on the condition of the EGR cooler. Some manufacturers recommend
80,000 miles as the maximum time-frame between ERG flushes.

When you need it...
Having the right equipment always makes a job easier. Our
EGR flush is ultra concentrated and can last several flushes.

EGR Cooler Flush - 1 Gallon Z14016
An alkaline detergent formulated to remove carbon
exhaust buildup and other contaminants from EGR coolers.

OEMs Recommend 80,000
Miles as the maximum time-frame

between EGR flushes.
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Northern Radiator NOW INCLUDES
hook-mount isolator kits with each
hook-mount charge air cooler.

Charge Air Cooler
ISOLATOR KIT
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As an added benefit for Northern’s Charge Air Coolers we have recently developed the proper
rubber isolators for mounting our popular “Hook-Mount” Charge Air Coolers.

ST0917

WHY IS THIS A BIG DEAL?
Save $60-$125 over OEM kits

Protect the newly installed CAC with new proper

  mounting rather than using the old, worn out rubber isolators.

NO ADDITIONAL COST to you

Savings right in the box

NOW INCLUDED

The kits are now included in the box with
the following Charge Air Coolers: 222223,
222236, 222237, 222239, 222240, 222243,

222277, 222279, 222281, 222290, 222304,

222322, 222347, 222356

In addition, this kit is Sold Individually as Part #Z72016 to replace worn out isolators
on any hook-mount Charge Air Cooler, Northern’s or OE! 
Kit Includes: (2) Rubber Cushions, (2) Steel Pipes, (2) Washers, (4) Steel Liners, (4) Rubber Fittings

PACKAGED INSIDE OF CAC BOX


